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Season 1, Episode 18
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Career Day



It's career day and the gang must spend the day working with their parents.  Eric goes to the hospital with Kitty and is amazed at all she has to deal with every day.  Fez accompanies Hyde and interviews cafeteria lady "Gross Edna" while mother and son feud.  Poor Michael spends the entire day trying to figure out what his dad does, while Donna is mortified by Bob's crazy promotional antics.  And Red finally finds one of Eric's friends he likes: Jackie.
Quest roles:
Francis Guinan(John Kelso), Katey Sagal(Edna Hyde), Linda Wallem(Nurse Phillips), Steve Ireland(Dr. Ashley), T.D. Mitchell(Nurse Thomas)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
28 February 1999, 20:00
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